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About This Game

Based on real events and eyewitness testimonies.

In this authentic, historically accurate, stunningly engaging experience -- you must decide who to trust and what you stand for --
as the world is set ablaze around you.

**Winner of Grand Jury Prize at IndieCade ‘16, Official Selection of The PAX 10, Game of the Year Finalist by TIGA,
BEST OF E3 Nominee by IGN, People’s Choice Finalist by FoST, Medal Winner at Serious Play Awards.**

Key Features

CRITICAL CHOICES - The choices you make will shape your experience in the Revolution, and the fates of those around
you -- both in the present and the future.

CINEMATIC EXPERIENCE - Branching cinematic story told through motion captured animation and voice over
performances. Discover the rarely seen world of Tehran in the 1970’s, through a striking visual style.

EXPLORATION - Explore the world of the collapsing city under martial law: covert headquarters, rioting protests, bustling
city streets and more.

PHOTOGRAPHY - Take photos of the period accurate in-game world and compare them to the original archival photos
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captured by celebrated photojournalists.

UNIQUE GAMEPLAY - Including urban triage, interactive action scenes and photo processing.

KEY COLLECTABLES - Discover and unlock more than 80+ unique stories that color and enhance your experience of the
Iranian Revolution: including primary sources like archival videos, home movies, graffiti, photographs and more.

BASED ON TRUE EVENTS - Based on real first hand testimonies of freedom fighters, witnesses and casualties of the
revolution which helped define the 21st Century, as well as those who were imprisoned in Iran’s notorious Evin Prison.

Featuring Performances By

Navid Negahban (Homeland, American Sniper)
Farshad Farahat (House of Cards, Argo, 300: Rise of an Empire, State of Affairs)

Omid Abtahi (Damien, Hunger Games, Better Call Saul, Argo)
Bobby Naderi (Fear the Walking Dead, Under The Shadow)

Mozhan Marno (The Blacklist, House of Cards, A Girl Walks Home Alone At Night)
Nicholas Guilak (Of Gods and Kings, 24)
Ray Haratian (Argo, Under The Shadow)

Mary Apick (Homeland, Beneath The Veil)
Fariborz David Diaan (The Brink, Stoning of Soraya, Weeds)
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Title: 1979 Revolution: Black Friday
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
iNK Stories, N-Fusion Interactive
Publisher:
iNK Stories
Release Date: 4 Apr, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1

Processor: 2.0 GHz Dual Core or Equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: ATI or NVidia card w/ 512 MB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 5 GB available space

English,French,German,Russian,Turkish
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Best game for a dollar.. Ey, game is okey but as far as i can see game is pretty dead, no servers up last I checked (today). Great
little loco for switching and short locals. I bought this game after the update to support the VIVE. This is a very basic wave
shooter with a story if you want to call it that. You kill mobs and then can buy ammo, guns, grenades, and bullet time. This game
probably won't really get people too excited as it doesn't take much skill to play it. That is saying someting coming from myself
who likes things fairly simple and non-complex in VR but since the devleper didn't insult us with a high price it may be deemed
as something worth $2.99. My main gripe with it right now is it is very short. More chapters would be welcomed and I hope the
developer is working on a content update. If we had a number rating I might give it a 5\/10. But that would be pushing it. I am
going to keep this in my library as it is something to show people in VR that wouldn't be too hard for first timers and younger
kids. I am going to recommend this to die-hard wave shooter fans but as it is now it is not very challenging. Just something to
play if you don't have a lot of time and like aliens. Also, I do believe this game was originally developed for smart phone VR
then ported to Rift then made for VIVE.

Video of first time full run through using VIVE motion controllers. Enjoy.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/Hqk1muowofg. Brilliant like the main game plus smaller-scale scenarios available for the more beginner-
friendly overture. .. I do not recommend. This game is the worst boxing game you can find here. The matches are all rehearsed,
the game wants you to follow combos and defenses following specific orders and it is annoying. The game dont give you any
freedom in the fight. If you want good boxing games, I recommend The Trill of Fight in 1 place and in 2 place Creed Rise of
Glory. Both are games thousands of times better than this one.. Really fun game to play casually with friends.
Worth it.
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I loved this game when I was a kid in the late 90s and purchased this the moment I was told it existed!

Nostalgia has never sounded and looked so good!

Ideal brick-breaker style game and pricing perfect!

Soundtrack is awesome and keeps that good-ol 90s feel

Thank the devs for bringing this classic back to life because this is a must have for anyone and everyone!. I'm not Iranian, but I
have read pretty much about Iran and the Revolution in 1979.

In the game, the reasons behind the Revolution are very well emphasized. You can hear from different groups of people behind
the Revolution, you can even face with an argument about the future of Iran between those people with different ideologies.

Also, you feel like you are in the year of 1979, you feel like you are an Iranian in those times, and you can taste what people
felt.

You can even smell the gunpowder when regime forces shoot protesters.

For me, the most important part is that you can reach real documents, voice records and photographs during the game.

Just perrrrrrrfect.. Troubleshooter is a rough, unfinished game, but it's a good one that people should keep their eyes on. The
developers are building an interesting setting filled with many memorable characters and stacked layers of intrigue between
competing factions. The story is still in progress and subject to change due to the early access nature of the game, but I am
interested in what's available so far.

Gameplay is somewhat similar to tactical RPGs like X-COM. Characters have a baseline of two action points to spend when
their turn comes up, but some skills and passive abilities can greatly extend what a character can do in one turn. All characters
and enemies operate on an interesting time point system, with some abilities forcing the user and maybe even the target to wait
longer for their next turn. Many builds are viable for each character, so one player's build and playstyle for just one of the
multiple playable characters can differ a lot from someone else's.

The art and animations are passable. Pretty standard by any standards. Some of the character designs are fairly neat.

---

Everything is still in progress and the devs seem to be making regular updates, so I'm looking forward to updating this to a
proper review in the future when the game hits full release.. It's not perfect, actually it has lots of flaws, but it tries to approach
themes and settings that are never touched on videogames, so It's a game that you must play if you see videogames as a cultural
medium.. A true spiritual successor to Serious Sam 3, Gulman 4: Still Alive is the next installment in the highly successful
GULMAN series. Feautring a lovable character, great story, art, graphics, puzzle gameplay and almost true-to-life gun play that
can rival Arma 3 and more. The puzzles will tease your brain and the gameplay will tease your reaction time, strategic thinking
and reflexes. I recommend it to everybody.

I rate it Bad Rats 3\/10
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